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The winter-fly-in period (wINFLY) at neighboring
McMurdo and Scott Stations is well suited for an investiga-
tion of virus transmission patterns: during this 5-week period
a substantial number of people are isolated. On approx-
imately 1 September, 137 people from the United States and
New Zealand joined an 85-person winterover party at these
bases. There were no additional flights until 7 October.

At McMurdo, respiratory illnesses were detected by daily
interviews in the mess line, telephone calls, and personal con-
tact; at Scott Base K. Kapitan, as resident medical officer,
maintained continuous surveillance. Early and late WINFLY
blood specimens were obtained from 192 persons, and ill per-
Sons submitted nasal washings for fresh inoculation into three
cell culture systems—a diploid strain, IT (fetal tonsil); pri-
mary monkey kidney; and a heteroploid line, Hep-2.

The 62 nasal washings yielded 24 virus isolates (39 per-
cent isolation rate): 11 isolates were adenovirus type 21, and
the remainder were rhinoviruses (RV), the common cold
viruses. Except for two RV obtained from Scott Base person-
nel (typed as RV 67 and RV 86), the 1977 RV are not yet typed.

WINFL Y 1976 rhinovirus transmission patterns. Last year, all 21
isolates obtained were RV: 20 were of the same serotype,
designated McM88, which apparently is untypable. This RV
was tested against all available 1976 sera (155 persons) for the

presence of neutralizing antibody and for four-fold (or
greater) seroconvers ions. Eighty-six percent of the population
was susceptible. An additional 7 serodiagnoses were made,
yielding a total of 27 McM88 cases, for a 21 percent attack
rate among susceptibles. Two McM88 cases were detected at
the outset of WINFLY, and McM88-associated illness peaked
in mid-September (5 cases). The virus had nearly disap-
peared by the last week in September. McM88 infection was
widely distributed to McMurdo Station, but infection chains
were generally confined to individuals in known social and
work groups. For example, there were 78 susceptibles in the
main housing unit, building 155, and 16 cases of McM88-
associated disease were detected therein (21 percent attack
rate). Only two transmissions occurred between roommates,
who also worked and socialized together.

There was no detectable difference in susceptibility to
McM88 between winter-over personnel and persons arriving
for WINFLY: 88 percent of winter-over personnel were suscep-
tible (16 percent attack rate), and 85 percent of WINFLY per-
sonnel were susceptible (22 percent attack rate).

The 1976 McM88 data have been presented in a
preliminary report (Warshauer, et al., 1978).

Rhinovirus infections at Scott Base, WINFLY, 1977. As noted
earlier, two incoming Scott Base personnel yielded two
different rhinoviruses. They had mild to moderate colds.
Thirteen of the 22-person base complement were susceptible
(serum antibody titer less than 1:8) to RV67, and 17, to RV86.
Despite many hours of contact with these susceptibles, the
two rhinovirus-infected persons did not transmit their viruses
to anyone (as judged by absence of clinical illness and
seroconversion).

Adenovirus 21 outbreak at McMurdo Station, WINFL Y 1977.
Although we were somewhat surprised that the two in-
digenous rhinovirus infections did not spread at Scott Base,
the rather haphazard spread of McM88 was consistent with
previous studies of artificially infected volunteers and in open
populations (D'Alessio et al., 1976; Dick and Chesney, in
press; Minor ci al., 1974). However, our ultimate objective in
these Ross Island studies is to interrupt the chain of infection.
Judging from the foregoing results, interruption seems possi-
ble for the rhinoviruses, but these agents usually cause mild
illnesses. Would the spreading patterns of a virus that causes
relatively severe illness with prominent lower respiratory in-
volvement be more explosive? We were able to answer this
question this year.

As noted earlier, there was an outbreak of adenovirus 21
disease at McMurdo Station. The illness was characterized
by cough which lasted for several days as well as by other
general symptoms, including fever. Although some were
quite ill, none was put in sick bay, and most continued regu-
lar duties. The population was very susceptible in that 88 per-
cent were free (less than 1:8) of serum neutralizing antibody.
The attack rate in susceptibles was only 14.5 percent despite
their high susceptibility, and no one at Scott Base was in-
fected. The disease spread slowly, with three to five new
symptomatic cases per week. Like McM88, transmission ap-
parently require close prolonged contact.
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Long-standing tradition established in the records and
recollections of isolated exploring parties has emphasized
that respiratory illness (common colds) quickly disappears
usually within 6 weeks after the isolation period begins. Since
the inception of this project, each South Pole Station physi-
cian has recorded data pertinent to this tradition. Since the
winter of 1974, each physician has received special training in
respiratory viral symptomatology and epidemiology and has

kept health records on all personnel.
During each of the past four winter (w/o) seasons (1974,

1975, 1976, and 1977) two clusters of respiratory infections
(colds) have been noted, with apparent spread from one in-
dividual to another. Serologic analyses of these midisolation
episodes were delayed for lack of knowledge as to what
virus(es) should be used as the test antigen. Successful virus
recovery through use of tissue culture monolayers at the
South Pole was accomplished in November 1975 and subse-
quently (Parkinson et al., 1976). More than 30 isolates have
been recovered and identified (parainfluenza viruses 1 and 3,
rhinovirus, and herpes virus).

Serologic testing of the frozen serum panels stored from
the winter years of this project using antigens from these
viruses has begun. Initial results of hemagglutination-inhibi-
tion testing of 1976 serums show that antibody titer rises to
parainfluenza viruses 1 and 3 (see table). This rise suggests
that the virus(es), which had been recovered at Pole Station
during the austral summer, reappeared among station winter
personnel long after the isolation period began and long after
the usual short incubation period for these infections. As
shown in the table, respiratory symptoms occurred in two
clusters, each involving three individuals. The first episode
began with subject 11 on 4 May 1976, followed by apparent
spread to subject 14 on 6 May 1976 and to subject 12 on 12
May 1976. The second episode, shown similarly, began 7
August 1976, with symptoms occurring in subject 14,
followed by symptoms in subjects 11 and 3. Antibody titer
rises of fourfold or greater against parainfluenza virus 3 oc-
curred in two of the three symptomatic subjects of each
episode. Several asymptomatic subjects showed fourfold
(two-tube) antibody titer rises following each episode. Only
parainfluenza virus 3 antibody titers are shown in the table.
In addition, two symptomatic and two asymptomatic subjects
showed antibody titer rises to parainfluenza virus 1.

The time sequence of the onset of symptoms in the men
with respiratory illness suggests spread of infection from one
to another. Further, antibody titer rose in several
asymptomatic individuals, an excellent indication that active
viral infection was present. The time sequence of
symptomatic subjects and of asymptomatic titer rises is com-
patible with inapparent infection.

Demonstration of symptomatic illness, accompanied by
specific serum titer rises in symptomatic and asymptomatic
personnel, provides strong evidence for a persisting virus and
its reappearance during the isolation period. This observation
has far-reaching epidemiologic significance. The clinical-
serologic evidence of viral activity cited here needs actual
recovery of an appropriate virus during the winter isolation
period to provide final proof that a virus is persisting in one or
more members of small group during total isolation and reap-
pearing as clinical illness. To attempt to provide this proof by
recovering virus(es) during the isolation period, we have
established winter period tissue culture capability.
Monolayers of several continuous cell lines (HeLa, Vero,
fetal tonsil, etc.) are being maintained and inoculated at
South Pole Station during the 1978 Antarctica winter.

These episodes of respiratory infections (colds) during the
isolation period at South Pole Station have occurred on a
regular basis and are in contrast with the tradition of infec-
tion-free isolation. An episode of respiratory infection was
reported during isolation by Allen, and others (1973) at the
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